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Beginners Preparedness with Neighbors

While we CERTs are trained and prepared, many of our neighbors need to at least begin
their preparedness process. Here are some simple tools you can share with them as
you build a richer relationship and expanding your neighborhood resources. 

The focus will be meeting folks where they are, at their own beginning. Interacting with
the too busy, lesser served individuals who are perhaps working multiple jobs to
survive, gets everyone started on a path to being better prepared. Following up,
building a relationship, builds community after initial contact is as important as your
initial contact with your neighbors. 

As you meet with them, sharing what you have done with your own preparedness, they
can begin simply in their own preparedness by using some of the following handouts:

24 week Preparedness Calendar (page 11)
And a reference to the Campbell CERT website for those that want more from
our expansion of the 24 week list that is FREE to download on
www.CampbellCERT.org

Review www.CampbellCERT.org to get the kids involved! Identify escape routes,
understand school policies, etc.
What gear do you and your neighbors already have to support your neighbors? Use
the Dollar Tree list of four $20 lists to get started
Provide simple reminders to have emergency slippers or shoes beside their bed,
instead of stepping into glass
Remove pictures above beds, so no glass or heavy object can fall.
Suppress kitchen stove fires with a towel or Fire Blanket, which is reusable

Fire Blanket example: a 5 pack for $40, so can give away some to neighbors
Review Santa Clara County Fire’s Pets in Disasters Brochure. 
Put a Dog on Premises sign on all gates, regardless if a pet is owned, burglars don't
like noise! Add motion sensor lights.
Get to know your neighbors: Who are Your 5, those 2 on either side of you, those 2
across from you and the one behind you - that applies to homes, condos, or
apartments. Rebuild your neighborhood, share what you are doing.

Exchange phone numbers! Useful for helping each other for that important
package or garage door left open, and in a disaster.

Create a WATCH team, or at least have that immediate neighbor connection.
Create time to take a full CERT Course. More info at www.SJNCERT.org 
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For further assistance, contact your local CERT team, or give me a call or email
A. Cole Cameron
aColeCam.CERT@gmail.com
408-499-9096

Cole Cameron has been involved in building stronger communities from his small farm town
upbringing where everyone helped each other, so a program like CERT which is about
Neighbors helping Neighbors fits well for him. After his basic CERT Course, he took additional
course of Train the Trainer (TTT), Program Manager and recently the Masters Instructor
Course. He is currently working on additional certifications, taking courses like Mass Casualty
Incidents, Emergency Mgt Concepts, and Recovery: The Local Community Role. He has always
had a youth interest as an old Eagle Scout, continuing that interest with schools and scouts
with a Teen CERT / Scout program to be realized in the coming year. From his upbringing he
continues to serve the lesser served community with his recent state Listos grant to teach
CERT in Vietnamese and Spanish this coming year. He is also a board member of Cadre,
www.CadreSv.org, that trains and supports our NGOs, like churches with food pantries to be
better prepared for disasters. As a Veteran, he is the chair of the Veteran’s Commission for
Santa Clara County, working to improve fellow Vets lives while encouraging them to bring
their skills to better prepared communities
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